Locating the second mesiobuccal canal in maxillary molars: challenges and solutions
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Abstract: The second mesiobuccal canal in mesiobuccal roots in maxillary molars is a common finding in root canal treatments. Failure on the location of these canals is associated with a high rate of unsuccessful treatments of maxillary molars. Its prevalence has been assessed in several in vitro and in vivo studies, presenting variations according to the methodology applied, along with the population of interest. While the anatomy of these teeth is well defined in micro-computed tomography studies, the clinical management is a great challenge for the practitioner. The use of a dental operating microscope has rendered a better clinical outcome when considering the location and treatment of this canal. On the other hand, cone-beam computed tomography use is still controversial in the efficacy of MB2 canal location. The association of a dental operating microscope with troughing performed with ultrasonic tips is an essential step in this location. Moreover, sodium fluorescein might be applied for root canal location. Due to the high rate of unsuccessful cases when the MB2 canal is not initially found, several cases are performed aiming to address the cases of missed MB2 canals. Therefore, the clinician should discuss the best possible approach, whether surgical or clinical. This article presents an overview of the importance of the MB2 canal on the outcomes of root canal treatments of maxillary molars. Solutions based in current literature will be presented accordingly.
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Introduction

Anatomical complexities impose limitations to the chemico-mechanical preparation of the root canal, leading to areas not touched by the instrument, resulting in unsuccessful cases. Such complexities are of great importance, especially in maxillary molars. These teeth present a great variety in the number of main canals located in primary treatments. Previous clinical studies reported variation in distobuccal and palatal canals of maxillary molars.1,2 Particularly in the mesiobuccal root, very often a canal located in the lingual portion of such a root might not be located; this canal is known as the mesiolingual canal of the mesiobuccal root, mesiolapalatal canal, or MB2 as a simplified name.3 The presence of such canals was first reported by Hess in 1925.4

The presence of the MB2 canal in maxillary first molars is said to range from 50% to 90% of cases.3,5 Knowledge of the morphology of the root canal system, therefore, is extremely important in planning endodontic therapy, as its success relies on the location of all of the canals that can then be disinfected, shaped, and filled.6

While in the past the periapical radiographs were the only image tool to aid in the location of canals, currently the use of cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) has...
become an important tool in this step. CBCT is a 3D radiographic image that promotes images with more sensitivity in the correlation of the images and real anatomy. In addition to high-resolution images, CBCT scans allow visualization of the images in axial, sagittal, and coronal views, aiding the detection of extra canals, anatomic variations, root resorptions, and pathologies that might affect hard tissues.

Clinical tools have been applied to enhance the visualization and consequently increase the rate of MB2 location. Undoubtedly, dental operating microscopes associated with ultrasonic tips are considered the most helpful devices to locate extra canals. Moreover, experience of the operator, along with the time employed in the search of MB2 canals, combined with specific tools, is helpful in contributing to the clinical success of root canal location.

Therefore, the aim of this article is to present by means of a literature review, followed by clinical cases, the importance of the location of MB2 canals. The challenges to locate such canals will be discussed as well as the relation of missing MB2 canals with failure cases. Solutions to locate such canals in primary cases and in non-surgical root canal treatments will be presented.

Incidence of mesiolingual canals in mesiobuccal roots

Within the scientific community, the existence of MB2 is already well known. However, the incidence of MB2 canal will strongly depend on the method applied for its location. Several studies have presented a broad variety of incidences of such canals, ranging from 14% to 94%. Different in vitro methodologies have been used to assess the incidence of such canals: root sectioning with direct vision of the roots, use of microscopes, micro-CT, and CBCT scans.

Kulild and Peters assessed the internal anatomy of maxillary first molars using sectioning methodology. Their results showed an incidence of 94.1% MB2 canals in these teeth. According to Lyra et al, the root sectioning is more accurate than CBCT to reveal the internal anatomy of maxillary molars. It seems reasonable that direct visualization under magnification will lead to better results, as they are not subjected to artifacts. These in vitro studies are very accurate to reveal the histological aspects of root canal morphology; however, they are not clinically applicable.

Another study using micro-CT scans showed 100% of MB2 canals in maxillary first molars and 57% of MB2 canals in maxillary second molars. This study also showed that both micro-CT and CBCT are reliable to detect MB2 canals, while digital radiographs are not so accurate. Despite the importance of in vitro studies (root sectioning and micro-CT) evaluating the incidence of MB2 canals, their clinical application is limited. It is worthwhile to mention that the results of these laboratory studies usually present a higher rate of MB2 canals when compared to clinical findings.

CBCT scans are part of the current armamentarium in modern endodontics. This image tool is important for diagnosing and planning steps of the treatment and paramount for cases with complex anatomy. Differences among the different machines and resolutions might lead to controversial results. When used for MB2 canals location, it seems that the voxel sizes of 0.125 mm and 0.200 mm are the most appropriate. Bauman et al showed 88.8% of positive findings for the 0.200 mm resolution and 93.3% for the 0.125 mm resolution, concluding that both are satisfactory for this location.

An in vitro study assessed the reliability of CBCT scans to detect MB2 canals when compared to root sectioning and direct visualization. This study showed that 68.4% of MB2 canals were detected when root sectioning was performed, and 57.9% of MB2 visualization was obtained with CBCT scans. Despite the conclusion of the authors that CBCT is a reliable tool to locate MB2 canals, the direct visualization of the root, followed by troughing, cannot be disregarded. Similar results were found in a recent in vivo study in which MB2 canals were located in some cases even when not seen in the CBCT scan.

In fact, recently, several studies have demonstrated the incidence of MB2 canals using CBCT in different populations. Zhang et al found 52% of MB2 canals in maxillary first molars and 22% of MB2 canals in maxillary second molars, while other studies found MB2 canals in 74.5% and 57.8% of first and second maxillary in an Egyptian population; 73.6% and 56.2% in the Thai population; and 87.2% and 47.3% in the Spanish population, respectively. A recent systematic review has pointed to the presence of MB2 canals in 59.3% of maxillary first molars when CBCT is used for assessment. Overall, the aforementioned findings from CBCT studies have presented fewer MB2 canals than results obtained from in vivo studies.

Conclusions cannot be drawn when different populations are compared. Gio et al assessed the root canal morphology of maxillary molars in a North American population. The overall results of this study showed an incidence of 68.2% for first molars and 31.2% for second molars. It is noticeable that clinical studies, also in the North American population, found more canals than CBCT studies in the same population. Stropko found 93% of maxillary first molars presenting MB2 canals and 60.4% of maxillary second molars with such
canals. Another recent study among graduate students found 70.5% of four canals in maxillary molars. Even among undergraduate students, the clinical incidence seems to be higher than CBCT studies (75.9% in maxillary first molars and 56.9% in maxillary second molars). A common point in all of these previous studies is the magnification under dental operating microscopes, and either a long operation time for the endodontic specialist or supervision of experienced faculty. Therefore, we can infer that despite the great improvement achieved with the use of CBCT scans, several other tools cannot be disregarded when searching for MB2 canals. These strategies for detection of the MB2 include dentin removal under magnification, ultrasonic tips, observation of sodium hypochlorite bubbles, and color indicators.

**Locating the mesiobuccal canal in primary treatments**

Several factors might impact the location of MB2 canals in vivo. The clinician should be aware of these factors, anticipating the possibility of more difficulty in its location. Reis et al., in a tomographic study, pointed to age as a factor that impacts the visualization of MB2 canals. In that study, patients ranging from 20 to 30 years had their canals visualized in 90.7% of the cases, while patients with ages ranging from 60 to 70 years had their canals visible in 81.9% of the cases. Another study that assessed root canal morphology using CBCT scans pointed out that full crown coverage is another factor that can prevent the location of MB2 canals. The use of statin for lowering cholesterol levels was demonstrated to lower the pulp chamber volume when compared to non-statin taking patients. Thus, one may infer that this medication is another factor that might impact root canal location.

Endodontic access is the first operatory step when locating root canals. This step should be completed with caution in order to preserve as much sound dentin as possible. Previous studies demonstrated that variations in the classical triangular shape of access in maxillary molars might help the location of root canals. Recently, a minimally invasive trend has gathered the attention of the endodontic community. This trend preaches that the minimum possible access should be performed in order to prevent tooth fracture, which is a catastrophic event. However, recent in vitro studies demonstrated that, after proper restoration, tooth resistance is not affected by the size of the access. Moreover, both location and instrumentation of the canals can be affected when a very small access is performed. Figure 1 presents a clinical situation of MB2 location in primary treatment.

The mesiobuccal root of maxillary molars frequently presents a flattening in the mesiodistal direction, leading to the presence of a second canal in this root. Therefore, it is possible to infer that internal morphology of teeth will

---

**Figure 1** Typical finding of a MB2 canal in a maxillary molar presenting with irreversible pulpitis
dictate the parameters with which the treatment should be performed, and its complexity will influence the results. This anatomy is complex due to some factors, such as the number of canals present in a root. The location of the MB2 canal is paramount for the success of treatment in maxillary molars. Several clinical steps might assist the provider to locate this canal, such as recognition of pulp chamber floor, magnification, ultrasonic tips, and dying.

Some morphological characteristics of the pulp chamber floor aid the location of the canals, thereby enhancing the outcomes. Usually the pulp chamber floor is darker than the pulp chamber walls and the pulp chamber roof. Those are usually whitish or yellowish, while the pulp chamber floor is gray. Lines in the pulp chamber floor lead to the entrance of the canals; these lines form a “map”, also known as rostrum canalis. Following these lines with an endodontic explorer from the mesiobuccal to the palatal canal is a good manner to locate the MB2 canal, as it is usually located 2–3 mm from the mesiobuccal canal.

The use of 3.5x loupes, joining magnification and illumination, is helpful to locate extra canals. Other studies, both in vitro and in vivo, have demonstrated the importance of the dental operating microscopes. However, the endodontic specialist cannot prevent the use of dental operating microscopes, enhancing the visualization of the canals without compromising the ergonomical aspects of dentistry. Moreover, microscopes are helpful in documenting the cases, as well as improving communication with patients and referral dentists. Despite the fact that the learning curve of the microscope is long, one study showed that at least 3 years of experience are necessary for its full achievement. However, its use is paramount for location of extra canals, including MB2 canals in maxillary molars.

Ultrasonic tips are other important tools in the endodontics armamentarium. Ultrasonic tips are able to remove pulp calcifications without excessive wear of the dentin. Diamond coated tips can be used for the removal of dentin shelves located over the MB2 canals. The use of these tips are preferable over burs because they can be used without preventing the visualization of the operatory field. A previous study showed that troughing the pulp chamber floor up to 2 mm from the palatal to the mesiobuccal canal is a helpful maneuver to locate MB2 canals. The benefits obtained with this step overcome the risk of perforation.

During irrigation procedures with sodium hypochlorite, the clinician is able to observe bubble formation. These bubbles might indicate the reaction of the NaOCl with pulp tissue, releasing oxygen and thus indicating the possible location of the root canal entrance. This step can be performed during the whole treatment, aiming to observe of possible extra canals.

Nalapatti and Glassmann proposed the use of 1% sodium fluorescein for the location of extra canals. Fluorescein is an ophthalmic solution that binds to the connective tissue and shines when exposed to blue light. The solution is applied in the pulp chamber, remains for 2 minutes, and is then exposed to a blue curing light while the canals are observed under microscope. Based on this same principle, Pais et al attached a cobalt blue filter in a microscope. By doing so, the use of fluorescein could be done with the operator in the same chair position, maintaining the proper ergonomics of the operator. The in vitro results of Pais et al showed improvement of root canal location in maxillary first molars. There is a risk of tooth staining when fluorescein is applied, and for this reason the authors recommend the use of the solution for no more than 2 minutes and the copious irrigation of the pulp chamber with NaOCl after its use.

While the location of the MB2 canals is an extremely challenging situation, the preparation of these canals is not less difficult. There is a small risk of separation of hand instruments that should be taken into account. Recently, the use of reciprocating instruments was proven to properly clean these canals with minimal risk of incidents.

Retreatments
When a root canal treatment fails, the clinician faces the challenge to make a decision that better solves the issue. Therefore, the proper diagnosis is mandatory for the clinical management of the situation. Moreover, finding the cause of the failure will better illustrate the situation to the patient and help him/her to take part in the decision process. Some situations are easily managed, such as short fillings in straight canals or under-instrumented roots. Others might require endodontic microsurgery such as long posts or separated instruments in the apical regions of curved canals. When post-removal is necessary, there is a risk of vertical root fracture. However, missed canals can be managed with either apical microsurgery or non-surgical root canal retreatment. Microsurgery studies are important to show the causes of failure in endodontically treated teeth. Overall, according to Song et al, missing canals are the second greatest cause of failure, being even more relevant than anatomical complexities, including underfilling of cracks.
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Specifically when maxillary molars are involved, missing canals are responsible for a high rate of unsuccessful root canal treatments (Figure 2). A previous study demonstrated that missed canals are responsible for non-surgical retreatments in 42% of cases. In maxillary first molars, this incidence raises up to 48%. Among those cases, 93% of them are located in the mesiobuccal root.42 In a study by Witherspoon et al, 35 out of the 58 (60.34%) maxillary molars that required non-surgical root canal retreatment presented a missing canal as the main reason for failure. Missing canals might lead to continuous symptomatology and apical periodontitis. A recent study demonstrated that the higher presence of apical lesions was associated with missing MB2 canals in treatments performed without the use of a dental operating microscope.43

It is clear that the use of a dental operating microscope is mandatory in cases of non-surgical retreatments. However, the use of CBCT scans is still controversial in such cases.18 It is our opinion that in these cases, unless an obvious failure is detected, its use is paramount. CBCT scans are more efficient in detecting MB2 canals when compared to 2D radiographs. Even when 3D radiographs cannot precisely point to the presence of MB2 canals, the position of the MB canal closer to the buccal wall can strongly suggest the presence of the MB2 canal (Figures 3 and 4). On the other hand, an axial view of the MB root showing a canal centralized in the root might rule out the presence of MB2 canals.

It is also important to emphasize the clinical importance of voxel size of the devices and the removal of root canal filling.44 Voxel sizes of 0.125 mm and 0.200 mm seem to be similar in showing the presence of MB2 canals.14 The voxel sizes of 0.300 mm and 0.400 mm are not as accurate. The presence of root filling might promote artifacts, decreasing the visualization of the canals. Despite the fact that no technique is able to completely remove root canal fillings, the reduction of these materials is very relevant.45 Therefore, our rationale recommends the removal of the root filling prior to the CBCT scan. Eventually, CBCT can be unnecessary as the clinical steps are able to locate the canal.

It can be concluded that the proper location and treatment of MB2 canals are essential for the success of treatment of maxillary molars. The clinician should be able to locate and manage these cases in primary treatments and also choose the best option when the initial treatment fails. Domain of anatomy, use of dental operating microscopes, and management of CBCT images must be the minimum competencies of a competent endodontist.
Figure 3 Symptomatic apical periodontitis due to a missing MB2 canal. The arrows are pointing to the MB2 canal in the CBCT scan and clinical aspects.

Figure 4 Resolution of the sinus tract in the previous case; the arrow is pointing to the MB2 canal in the final 2-D radiograph.
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